Everyone Summits Peer Fundraising Events – Be a part of the Climb

In recent years, mental health has become a popular topic of discussion. Many have come together to challenge the stigma surrounding mental illness. However, we still have a long way to go. The Jed Foundation (JED) is giving us a push toward our goal. JED is organizing a peer fundraising event called Everyone Summits.

Everyone Summits is a series of climbs and hikes that will be taking place across the country. The fundraising event will be organized by campus and community organizations who are passionate about raising awareness for the mental health of teens and young adults.

Whether you climb, hike, donate, fundraise, or organize the event, Everyone Summits allows people of all ages and all abilities to come together and show support for those struggling with mental health.

One in five young adults will experience a mental health challenge each year, with issues like depression and anxiety getting in the way of academic success. Everyone Summits lets us acknowledge the mountains and trails these teens and young adults have to go through in their everyday life.

The fundraising aspect of this peer event will benefit JED. The Jed foundation is a national non-profit that exists to protect the emotional health and prevent suicide of our nation’s teens and young adults.

This year marks the 20th anniversary of the Jed Foundation. To celebrate this occasion, they’re asking you to be a part of the climb and shine a light on the uphill battle facing our teens and young adults.

If you’re interested in being a part of the climb, join:

[Insert event name]
[Insert date]
[Insert location]

For more information contact:
[Insert organizer contact info]